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Abstract
Government agencies lack robust modelling tools to manage the spread of invasive
alien species (IAS). In this paper we combine optimal control and simulation methods
with biological invasion spread theory to estimate the type of optimal policy and
switching point of control efforts against a spreading IAS. We employ informationgap theory to assess how the optimal solutions differ from a policy that is most
robustly immune to unacceptable outcomes. The model is applied to the potential
invasion of the Colorado potato beetle in the UK. Under no uncertainty, we
demonstrate that for many of the parameter combinations the optimal control
policy corresponds to slowing down the invasion. The information-gap analysis
showed that eradication policies identified as optimal under no uncertainty are
robustly the best policies even under severe uncertainty, i.e. even if they are likely to
turn into slowing down policies. We also show that the control of satellite colonies, if
identified as optimal under no uncertainty, will also be a robust slowing down policy
for IAS that can spread by long distance dispersal even for relatively ineffective
control measures. The results suggest that agencies adopt management strategies
that are robustly optimal despite the severe uncertainties they face.

KEYWORDS: control theory; pest risk analysis; reaction-diffusion; stratified diffusion.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of invasive alien species (IAS) is one of the main causes of the loss
of global biodiversity. IAS can cause the extinction of vulnerable native species
through predation, grazing, competition and habitat alteration (Mack et al., 2000). In
addition, IAS impose enormous costs on human health, agriculture, forestry,
fisheries and water use, utilities, buildings and natural areas (U.S. Congress Office of
Technology Assessment 1993).
The IAS invasion process can be divided into three stages, namely entry,
establishment and spread. Depending on which stage an invasion is at, different
management decisions can be taken by government agencies responsible for
managing IAS, i.e. decisions can be designed to prevent, eradicate, contain, slow
down, and/or accept the invasion (Sharov & Liebhold 1998; Leung et al. 2002).
Identifying the optimal management policy decision and the point at which one
should switch between different management decisions is a very complex task and
the development of modelling tools to assist government agencies would be of great
benefit.
Great insight has been gained on the bioeconomics of IAS management in recent
years. Analytical models have been devoted to the optimal allocation of resources
for preventative measures (Horan et al. 2002) or after establishment of an IAS in
order to determine when eradication is the optimum policy (Eiswerth and Van
Kooten 2002; Olson & Roy, 2002). Other approaches that integrate the invasion
stages have focused on assessing the optimal trade off between exclusion and
control efforts (Leung et al. 2002; Kim et al. 2006; Finnoff et al. 2007).
These modelling approaches have largely concentrated on IAS population dynamics
instead of using theoretical spread models for IAS (a good review is provided by
Hastings 1996). Instead, demographic models are in some cases employed as
substitutes for spread models (e.g. logistic growth model). However, demographic
models alone are unlikely to provide accurate predictions of invasion spread rates
because, in order to relate population growth to spread velocity, it is necessary to
take into account the spatial dispersal patterns of the invader (Higgins & Richardson
1996). Some notable exceptions of bioeconomic models that consider the dispersal
patterns of the invader are those that incorporate the spread predictions of reactiondiffusion (R-D) models (Fisher 1937; Skellman 1951) and models that incorporate IAS
performing long distance dispersal, e.g. stratified diffusion models (Shigesada et al.
1995) into the management of insect and plant invasions (e.g. Sharov & Liebhold
1998; Sharov 2004; Cacho et al. 2008; Hyder et al. 2008).
In this paper, we combine optimal control methods (Pontryagin et al. 1962; Sethi &
Thomson 2000) and simulation methods (Moody & Mack 1988; Taylor & Hastings
2004) with biological invasion spread theory (Fisher 1937; Skellman 1951; Shigesada
et al. 1995) to estimate the optimal management policy against a spreading IAS. The
effect of severe uncertainty on the decision-making of the management of IAS
spread is analysed using information-gap theory (Ben-Haim 2006). We specifically
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aim to answer the question: does the optimal IAS invasion management policy under
no uncertainty differ from a policy that robustly protects us from unacceptable
outcomes? The model is applied to the potential invasion by Colorado potato beetle
(CB) Leptinotarsa decemlineata (Say) (Insecta: Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) in the UK.
CB is one of the most devastating pests of potato and since 1877 the UK has adopted
a successful policy of preventing CB entry and eradication of any breeding colonies
(Bartlett 1980; Waage et al. 2005) (see supplementary electronic material). As a
result, the study offers insight into the robustness of the optimal control policies and
time at which to switch management efforts against an IAS invasion.
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2. METHODS
2.1. Basic model: spread by reaction-diffusion
The basic model is inspired by the works of Sharov and Liebhold (1998) and the
integration of optimal control methods with epidemiological theory for disease
spread management (Rowthorn et al. 2009). We consider an already established IAS
that is spreading following a reaction-diffusion (R-D) model (Fisher 1937; Skellman
1951). R-D models are partial differential equations where random diffusion in a
homogeneous environment is assumed. The main parameters are ε, the intrinsic rate
of population growth and d, the diffusivity of the population. The solution of the R-D
model is:
c  4 d ,
(1)
by which spread is predicted to follow a continuous expansion at an asymptotically
constant radial velocity represented by c. A homogeneous landscape implies that c is
constant in every direction, leading to a circular (or fraction of circle if physical
barriers occur) invasion front that is centred at the initial establishment point. The
IAS invasion generates damages D(x) that are assumed to follow a linear relationship
with the area invaded (Parker 1999):
D* x 2
D  x 
,
(2)
k
where D* is the unit cost of damage caused by the IAS per unit of area invaded at the
average population abundance and is assumed to be constant; x is the radius of the
invaded area and in an optimal control theory context is called the “state variable”
because it describes the size (state) of the invasion; k denotes the proportion of the
circular invasion front that can spread without physical barriers.
The government agency can decide upon controlling the invasion using a moving
barrier zone. A barrier zone is defined as the area bordering the expansion front of
the invasion where management activities are carried out with the aim of reducing
the velocity or even to lead to eradication of the invasion. For example, moving
barrier zones were employed for the eradication of the boll weevil (Anthonomous
grandis) in the United States (Sharov 2004). The barrier zone leads to costs R(u,x)
which are proportional to the length of the invasion front (2πx/k) times the unit cost
of control of an infested unit of area (pR, that encompasses the unit cost of detection
and control activities and is assumed constant) and the desired reduction of spread
velocity (u):
2 xu pR
.
(3)
R  u, x  
k
Where θ is the rate of effectiveness of the control measures. In the context of
optimal control theory, u is called the “control variable” because it is the variable
under the discretionary choice of the agency, i.e. the agency can choose its level to
influence the state of the invasion.
Optimal control under constrained control resources in a finite landscape
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We assume that the government agency has limited resources and can at any one
time accomplish only a reduction of the invasion spread velocity of up to umax. We
further assume that the total area susceptible to be invaded (susceptible range) can
be described by a circle or fraction of circle. The problem for the government agency
is to choose the optimal time path for u (control variable) in order to minimise the
net present value (NPV) of the total overall costs caused by the invasion and its
management:
T

 e  D  x t    R  x t  , u   dt .

(4)

Subject to:
x
 c u
t
0  u  umax

(5)

 r t

0

0  x  xmax

x  0   x0 ,

(6)
(7)
(8)

Where equation (4) is the objective function where T = time horizon, r = discount
rate; equation (5) is the equation of motion of the radius of the invasion; equation
(6) is the restriction of non-negativity of the control variable and the maximum value
that u can take (umax); equation (7) is the requirement of non-negativity of the state
variable x and the constraint by which x cannot be bigger than the radius of the
maximum susceptible range; and equation (8) is the initial boundary condition that
reflects that at the moment of discovery the invasion has a size of x = x0 due to
undetected spread. In addition, c = 0 for x = 0 (eradication) and x = xmax (total
susceptible range is invaded).
We employ optimal control theory (Pontryagin maximum principle) (Pontryagin et al.
1962) to solve the problem. The maximum principle aims at identifying the optimal
path in time of the control variable in order to minimise the objective function. The
constraints in the control variable and the spread dynamics of the IAS subject to the
barrier zone are introduced in the optimization problem by means of the called costate variables. The mathematical vehicle by which the co-state variables take part in
the optimal control problem is called the Hamiltonian function (Chiang 1992). The
constraints in the state variable were introduced into the Hamiltonian using the
indirect adjoining method (Sethi & Thomson 2000) and extensive numerical methods
were employed to verify and obtain the solutions of the problem (see appendix A for
details).
2.2. Extended model: spread by stratified diffusion
The basic model was extended to incorporate the possibility that the IAS can spread
by long distance dispersal events. A spatially implicit discrete-time spread model
representing an IAS spreading by stratified diffusion (Shigesada et al. 1995) is
employed. The model is composed of a system of difference equations (Appendix
A.5). The initial main colony grows following a reaction-diffusion model (equation 1)
and generates new migrating individuals at a rate λ that is proportional to its area.
The migrating individuals can establish and generate a new colony (“satellite
7

colony”). The model assumes complete spatial randomness on the location where
the colonies establish (Bogich et al. 2008). The location of satellite colonies follows a
scattered colony model by which the colonies are assumed to not coalesce with the
other colonies in the time horizon considered (Shigesada et al. 1995).
The probability of establishment (pe) is assumed equal to the density of the host in
the landscape. We assume that there is no Allee effects (reduced survival of new
colonies with a small number of individuals due for example to the difficulty to find a
mating partner) and the number of individuals capable of forming a colony arriving
at the same location in the same time period (propagule pressure) is assumed equal
to one. Once established the satellite colony grows following also a reactiondiffusion model and generates migrating individuals at a rate λ.
We assume that the government agency prioritises the control of satellite colonies
and uses the remainder of the allocated expenditure for the control of the initial
main colony (identified as the most effective spread velocity reduction by Moody &
Mack 1988). Instead of using a constraint on the maximum spread velocity
reduction, we set a financial budget constraint for control measures. For simplicity,
satellite colonies are assumed to be detected once they reach a threshold area (Ad).
We relax the assumption that the marginal cost of management is constant and
equal to the unit cost of control of the IAS (pR). We consider now the total
management costs to be composed of searching costs (σ) and control costs (pR AR,
where AR is the area from which the IAS has been removed). Searching activities
follow diminishing marginal returns that become relevant in the case of eradication
campaigns that reduce the size of the invasion. This represents the increasing
difficulty of finding the remaining IAS when the density of the population of the IAS
is low. We use the following expression to represent the marginal cost of
management (c’(Ainv), where Ainv is the area invaded by the IAS) (modifying Burnett
et al. 2007):
c '  Ainv   pR AR    Ainv 
and

  Ainv  

pS   x0   

2

1  Ainv
Where: pS are the unit cost of searching a unit of area susceptible of invasion and ω
is the radius of a security buffer zone around the initial size of the invasion (x 0) at
discovery.
We incorporated the potential failure of the eradication campaign (by missing the
control of some individuals) and the post-eradication costs, i.e. monitoring to certify
that the IAS has been completely eradicated. Failure to completely eradicate leads to
the re-emergence of colonies that would need to be eradicated in the next time
periods. The probability of not achieving complete eradication was transformed into
expected years of extended eradication campaigns. The control activities derived
from the failure to eradicate are assumed to be applied to an area as big as the initial
invaded area upon discovery plus a security buffer zone. The costs due to post-
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eradication activities consist of searching costs for 3 years starting from the year that
the last colony re-emerged. We employed numerical methods to estimate the
optimal time paths of control in the case of the extended model (see appendix A.4).
2.3. Model validation
The successful eradication campaign against CB in the UK in 1976 (see electronic
supplementary material) was employed to validate whether the model would
identify as optimal a policy that pursues eradication in these circumstances. Both
basic and extended models identified a policy of eradication as the optimal policy.
The main reason is that the area invaded was small at discovery. We considered the
models valid conceptually since they are based on established biological invasion
spread theory and optimization techniques.
2.4. Information-gap theory: robust decision-making using severe uncertainty
Government agencies face severe uncertainty when making decisions regarding the
control of IAS invasions. We adopt an information-gap (info-gap) approach (BenHaim 2006) to assess the robustness of the optimal control policy. Info-gap theory
was developed by Ben-Haim (2006) to assist decision-making in situations where the
information about some areas of the system modelled is highly deficient. It seeks to
obtain robust management decisions that fulfil a performance requirement for the
widest uncertainty range in the model. Info-gap is especially suitable when
probabilistic models of uncertainty are unreliable, inappropriate or unavailable
(Regan et al. 2005). As an advantage to other probabilistic methods of uncertainty
modelling, info-gap does not require to make underlying assumptions about the
distributions of uncertainty of the parameters. Info-gap is also concerned with the
mapping of the propagation of uncertainty in the model into uncertainty in the
decision-making domain (Ben-Haim 2004). We consider info-gap more adequate
than traditional methods to deal with uncertainty for the case of management of the
spread of IAS. The reasons are that we concern ourselves with providing government
agencies with an analysis that do not requires knowledge about the uncertainty
distributions or ranges for the model parameters (this is very useful given the gaps in
knowledge the agencies need to deal with) and our objective is to try to assess how
different is the optimal policy obtained under no uncertainty from the most robust
policy under severe uncertainty.
Three main components are required for info-gap analysis: (a) a mathematical
process model, (b) a performance requirement and (c) a model of uncertainty.
(a) The mathematical process model is an abstract representation of the reality. It
condenses what the analyst considers to be the fundamental processes of the
system. In our cases, the process models are the above described basic and
extended models.
(b) The performance requirement of a decision (policy) is the level of an indicator of
performance that is calculated by the process model. In our case, the performance
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indicator is the NPV of the total costs due to the invasion and its control. The
objective is to reduce the NPV of total costs as much as possible, but there is a level
of the indicator that is considered unacceptably high, i.e. our minimum aspiration.
We consider unacceptable to spend more resources for the control of the IAS than
the costs of living with the IAS for the given time horizon under a policy of total
acceptance of the invasion and assuming no uncertainty (baseline performance
criterion). In addition, we consider one exigent and one modest performance criteria
that are a decrease and increase of 50% of the baseline performance criterion
respectively. We set the baseline performance criterion as:
(9)
TC  TCQ0 ,
by which the NPV of the total costs (TC) obtained by equation (2) is less or equal to
the NPV of costs of living with the IAS when no control is used against the IAS
invasion (TCQ=0).
(c) The model for uncertainty expresses what is unknown about the parameters in
the process model. It is an unbounded family of nested sets of possible values. Each
set corresponds to a degree of knowledge-deficiency according to the level of
nesting (Ben-Haim 2004). We centre our analysis on the uncertainty of the IAS
spread velocity (c), the effectiveness of the control measures (θ) and the probability
of failure to achieve a complete eradication (fe). The corresponding info-gaps models
are expressed as the sets: Uc(α, cbe), Uumax(α, θbe) and Ufe(α, febe). α is the
information-gap between what is known and what needs to be known for an ideal
solution and cbe, θbe and febe are our best estimates of the model parameters. The
greater is α the greater the range of possible variation. The value of α is unknown
and unbounded and expresses the idea that possibilities expand as the info-gap
grows, imbuing α with its meaning of “horizon of uncertainty” (Ben-Haim 2004). We
adopt an interval model of uncertainty where the fractional deviation of the values
of the uncertain parameters c, θ and fe from their best estimates is no greater than α
(e.g. see Regan et al. 2005; Nicholson & Possingham 2007) (Table 1):
c  cbe
f e  f ebe
   be
 ;
 ;

(10)
cbe
f ebe
 be
Hence, given a horizon of uncertainty α, the value of the uncertain parameters are in
the intervals:
1    cbe  c  1    cbe ; 1    be    1    be ; 1    febe  fe  1    febe
(11)
We only consider values that are lower than  be and higher than febe and cbe to
represent the most unfavourable conditions.
Info-gap theory identifies as the best policy the one that is most robustly satisficing
(Ben-Haim, 2006), i.e. the goal is not to minimize the NPV of total costs but to
maximise the reliability of an acceptable outcome. The most robust policy will be the
one that presents most immunity to unacceptable outcomes. Once we have defined
the process models, the performance criterion and the model of uncertainty, we can
use them to estimate the robustness of the model. We employ a robustness
function  :
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  policyi , TC  TCQ 0   max  :







maxbe TC  policyi   TCQ 0 
cU c  ,c 

 U c  , be 

fe U c  , febe 


(12)

Where Equation 12 states that  is equal to the maximum value of α, in such a way
that the maximum of the NPV of total costs fulfils the performance criterion
(equation 9) given policy option i and uncertainty in the parameters c, θ and fe (that
is modelled as a family of nested and unbounded sets that increases with α). We
varied the parameters c, θ and fe simultaneously at the same relative rate (e.g.
Nicholson & Possingham 2007).
The type of policies compared using info-gap analysis were: (i) the solution of the
basic and extended models under no uncertainty; (ii) the agency perseveres on
eradication during the time horizon; (iii) total acceptance of the invasion; and (iv) the
agency controls for two years and “learns” about the effectiveness of the control; if
the invaded area is reduced (effective control) the agency will continue controlling
for the invasion, if the invaded area was not reduced, the agency accepts the
invasion.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Basic model: optimal policy and time to switch management policies
The type of optimal policy obtained by the basic model was the so-called “bangbang” optimal control by which it is optimal to apply maximum resources to control
the invasion at the beginning and then switch to acceptance at some determined
point in time. The optimal control policy was framed around the following points in
time: the time to switch from management to acceptance that is the solution of the
maximum principle without constraints in the state variable (τ) and the time when
eradication is achieved (terad) or the total susceptible range is invaded (txmax) (see
appendix A: equations A11 and A14 are solved to obtain terad or txmax and τ
respectively). These points in time depend on the characteristics of the government
agency, IAS and initial conditions (see supplementary electronic material for a
sensitivity analysis of the switching time to model parameters and appendix A.2
where the equation A14 relates model parameters to the switching time).
The type of optimal control policies are: (i) slow down the invasion and then switch
to a policy of acceptance; (ii) we control the invasion during the entire time period
and not the entire susceptible area is occupied; (iii) we accept the invasion without
any attempt to control it; (iv) we control until an undetermined point in time
between zero and txmax and we do not control when the entire susceptible range is
occupied; (v) we control until total eradication (terad) and we stop controlling when
eradication is achieved; (vi) is analogous to case (i) except that the invasion invades
the entire susceptible range during the acceptance policy. In cases (i), (ii) and (iv), the
results were verified using extensive numerical methods for a variety of parameter
values (see appendix A.4). In cases (iv), (v) and (vi), the state constraints and the
control variable constraints are binding within the same time horizon. For these
cases, no analytical solution could be found. Instead, numerical methods were used
to obtain the switching point (see appendix A.4).
3.2. Basic and extended models: optimal type of policy under no uncertainty
The most common optimal management policy for both models and parameter
ranges was one of slowing down the CB invasion (Figure 1). The rationale behind a
slowing down policy is the delay of the invasion so that no large areas can be
occupied at the beginning of the time horizon. Because invasion size is directly
related to impact costs, this delay implies the avoidance of considerable costs.
Slowing down policies are especially attractive if there are cost-effective means to
delay the invasion.
Both the basic and extended models identified eradication as the optimal policy for
IAS invasions with the following characteristics: the invasions are discovered at a
small size (Figure 1 (b) and (d)), the agency has high resources to control the
invasion, the IAS spreads at low velocities, it is not costly to control and the IAS leads
to high economic impacts on the invaded area (Figure 1 (a) and (c)). In the case of IAS
that can spread by long distance dispersal, the range of the parameters for which
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eradication was optimal was much smaller (Figure 1 compare (a) with (c) and (b) with
(d)). Total acceptance, in contrast, was optimal for fast spreading IAS that are very
costly to control (Figure 1 (a) and (c)) and have already invaded a large area at the
moment of discovery (Figure 1 (b) and (d)). Unexpectedly, total acceptance of IAS
spreading by long distance dispersal occurred for high budgets allocated for control
and large areas invaded. The reason is that large budgets allow both for the
eradication of the satellite colonies and the control of the main initial colony.
Whereas the eradication of the satellite colonies is a cost-effective slowing down
measure, the reduction of the main colony is not cost-effective when it is very large
because no significant reductions of its spread velocity can be achieved.
3.3. Robustness of the model under severe uncertainty
We used the info-gap model (equations 10 and 11) and the basic and extended
models to evaluate the robustness function (equation 12). The robustness curves for
the four types of policies considered are demonstrated in Figure 2. They show the
NPV of total costs for all values of the horizon of uncertainty α between 0 and 1. For
α = 0, i.e. there is no uncertainty regarding the parameters c, θ and fe, the NPV of
total costs is lowest for the solution provided by the basic and extended models (“no
uncertainty” curves in Figure 2).
In the case of spread by reaction diffusion (Figure 2 (a)), the optimal policy under no
uncertainty was one of eradication. As α increases the NPV of total costs increases
faster for the solution provided by the basic model (“no uncertainty”, Figure 2 (a))
than for the “eradication policy” (perseverance on eradication) and “learning
agency” (keep controlling as long as the invasion size is reduced) curves. Thus the
latter two policies represent the most robust policies for values of α below 0.2. The
reason is that both policies persevere on eradication, whereas the “no uncertainty”
curve does not attain a complete eradication under uncertainty and turns into a
slowing down policy. When α reaches ~0.5 in the case of reaction-diffusion spread,
the “learning agency” realises that control cannot attain a reduction of the invasion
and accepts the invasion. This decision causes an increase of the NPV of total costs of
the “learning agency” curve. The reason is that the avoided costs from slowing down
the invasion were not seized by this type of agency. This leaves the “eradication
policy” as the most robust policy. The “eradication policy” curve turns, for values of α
> 0.5, into a slowing down policy and is still consistently the most robust curve for
the three performance criteria considered. The robustness of the “eradication
policy” is ~0.5, ~0.6 and ~0.7 for the exigent, baseline and modest performance
criteria. The interpretation of a robustness of 0.7 is that all the parameters
considered for the info-gap analysis can vary from their original values up to a
fraction of 0.7 without leading to a NPV of total costs greater than the performance
criteria. It is only for values of α greater than ~0.8 than the “eradication policy” curve
presents higher NPV of total costs than the other policies.
For the case in which CB can perform long distance dispersal, slowing down the
invasion is the optimal policy if there is not uncertainty. Figure 2 (b) shows that the
optimal policy under no uncertainty is also the most robust policy under severe
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uncertainty for values of α very close to 1. The reason is that control measures
directed to new satellite colonies considerably slow down the invasion. Even if such
measures present very low effectiveness (α close to 1) the NPV of total costs would
be much lower than a policy of total acceptance.
The consideration of different performance criteria (baseline, modest and exigent in
Figure 2) did not affect the selection of the most robust policy. However, if we had
considered a very modest performance criterion, e.g. NPV of total costs of £12
millions in the case of reaction-diffusion (Figure 2 (a)) and £68 million in the case of
stratified diffusion (Figure 2 (b)), the policy of total acceptance would have been the
most robust policy (with robustness equal to 1). We can see that there is a trade-off
between how exigent is the aspiration level (low NPV of total costs) and how large is
the immunity to desirable outcomes. Remarkably, as we increase our aspiration
level, the type of policies identified as optimal by the models if there is not
uncertainty, are consistently the most robust policies under severe uncertainty.
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4. DISCUSSION
We have presented simple, yet general, optimal control and simulation models to
identify the switching point for the management of a spreading invasion. The
methods developed show how a policy of slowing down the invasion is in many cases
the optimal approach. Furthermore, the results overturn the intuition that
eradication campaigns that are optimal under no uncertainty are questionable if the
probability of failure of the eradication campaign is high when considering
uncertainty. They also contradict the intuition that agencies might not be able to
best manage the invasion because of the severe uncertainty faced.
Under no uncertainty, we showed that eradication was only optimal for low initial
sizes of invasion (Sharov 2004) and when the control measures taken were able to
reduce the spreading velocity (Figure 1 (b) and (d)); this was particularly the case
when the IAS was able to spread by long distance dispersal mechanisms (Figure 1
(d)). Eradication was also preferred for low velocity of spread of the invader (Cacho
et al. 2008) (Figure 1 (a) and (c)). However, the eminently most common optimal
control policy for many of the parameter combinations was a policy where control
switched to acceptance of the invasion within the time horizon, showing how, even if
eradication was not feasible, slowing down the spread until a certain point in time
was optimal (Sharov & Liebhold 1998).
Info-gap theory (Ben-Haim 2006) was employed to assess how different were the
model solutions under no uncertainty from robust solutions under severe
uncertainty, i.e. policies that would provide the greatest immunity to unacceptable
outcomes. The types of policy identified as optimal under no uncertainty were,
unexpectedly, also the most robust policies.
This result has implications for management: agencies should not be deterred from
carrying out a eradication campaign even if there is severe uncertainty about the
spread capacity of the invader, the effectiveness of the measures available and the
probability of not achieving complete eradication. We show that even if the
eradication campaign is unsuccessful, the control efforts will have served as very
beneficial slowing down activities as long as the eradication campaign was initially
identified as optimal under no uncertainty.
The economic reason behind the robustness of eradication policies (identified as
optimal under no uncertainty) turning into slow down policies is that the agency,
when eradicating, deals with an invasion that only represents a relatively small
fraction of all the potential area invaded. The control activities are cost-effective for
the control in small areas because they lead to high reductions of spread velocity,
e.g. the same reduction of spread velocity in a small colony will imply a much smaller
barrier zone in terms of area treated than in a large colony. It will be when the
invasion becomes very extensive that control will not be cost-effective and there will
be a switch to acceptance.
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At times, however, optimal policies under no uncertainty will not be the most robust
policies. This could happen when there is a high difference in benefits between an
eradication policy and a slowing down policy. For instance, if the IAS was a
quarantine pest, and should its presence cause the loss of important export markets,
eradication would produce a sharp increase in total benefits due to the reestablishment of export markets (Fraser et al. 2006). This non-linearity might cause
eradication to be the economically optimal policy under no uncertainty but not the
most robust policy under severe uncertainty, as the efforts to pursue eradication
would be of little benefit if the eradication was not finally achieved.
Identification of a slowing down policy (but not an eradication policy) as optimal
under no uncertainty does not imply that starting an eradication campaign that
might turn into a slowing down policy is a robust strategy. This could be due to high
differences in the costs of eradication and slowing down campaigns. For instance,
costly detection campaigns being carried out in inaccessible areas or high posteradication costs. For the case of CB spreading by reaction-diffusion, however, the
consideration of these costs did not indicate a policy of eradication to be not optimal
or to be less robust than a policy of total acceptance. This remained the case even
when the CB invasion could never be totally eradicated (Figure 2 (a), “never
eradicate” scenario).
Agencies that can learn from the effectiveness of the control campaigns in the initial
years and give up on control when the invasion cannot be reduced were shown to
perform less robustly than agencies that are consistent on eradication and slowing
down campaigns. In reality, agencies will not give up on control if they perceive that
a cost-effective slowing down of the invasion is being achieved. The normal
sequence of management performed by an agency is, if considered optimal, to
attempt to accomplish eradication and if it is not possible, slow down the invasion
until the area invaded means slowing down activities are not cost-effective. The
results of the models suggest that the normal sequence of management of the
agencies is actually very close to the most robustly optimal approach available
despite the severe gaps in the information they have.
In the case of CB potential invasion in the UK, the current policy of eradication was
identified as the optimal and most robust policy by the model provided that
detection occurs for small invaded areas. If an invasion breached eradication
campaigns and reached areas that made eradication unfeasible, a policy of slowing
down the CB invasion by control of new satellite colonies would be the most robust
policy.
Further improvements of the model could be brought about by relaxing the
assumption of a homogeneous landscape. This could be achieved by adopting a
spatially explicit simulation approach (Gilligan et al. 2007). In this case, more flexible
spread models like metapopulation models (Rowthorn et al. 2009), cellular automata
or individual based models could be considered. In addition, agencies deal with
multiple IAS simultaneously, little in known about the optimal management and the
effect of prioritising strategies, sometimes in response to international obligations.
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In this paper, a combination of optimal control and simulation methods, biological
invasion spread theory and info-gap theory was presented to estimate the optimal
policy and switching point of invasion management campaigns. The models can be
easily applied to other IAS (e.g. information to parameterise the model for several
IAS can be found in Andow et al. 1990; Waage et al. 2005), although comprehensive
information for many IAS might be lacking. This reflects the importance of compiling
and sharing data on past eradication campaigns and historical spread events at the
international level. The models represent useful tools for preliminary exploration of
the optimal policy against a spreading IAS given a set of biological and economic
parameters. The integration of the dispersal patterns of the invader in the
bioeconomic modelling of IAS invasions is strongly recommended. This integration
together with info-gap analysis will help us to construct robust tools for the
management of IAS invasions.
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APPENDIX A
A.1. Application of Pontryagin maximum principle
Taking into account the constraints, the resulting current value (Chiang 1992)
Lagrangian-Hamiltonian equation is (the minimisation problem was transformed into
a maximisation problem by multiplying the objective function by minus one):
 D* x 2 2 x upR 
(A1)

Lc   
  c  t  c   u   1  t  c   u   2  t  c   u  .
k
k


Applying the Pontryagin maximum principle (Pontryagin et al. 1962) and the indirect
adjoining method for pure inequality state constraints (Sethi & Thompson 2000) the
following set of conditions can be obtained:
(A2)
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Equation (A2) indicates that the optimal control u*(t) must maximise the LagrangianHamiltonian for all t within the time horizon considered; (A3) is the equation of
motion for x; (A4) is the equation of motion of the co-state variable λc modified for
the current value Hamiltonian; (A5) are the transversality conditions for a vertical
terminal line at t = T; equations (A6) and (A7) are the conditions due to the
constrained state variable (equation 7). The complementary-slackness conditions
state that η1 and η2, the Lagrangian multipliers, will be zero unless x = 0 and x = xmax
respectively (the state constraints become binding).

Given that Lc is linear in the control variable u, we obtain a bang-bang solution for u
(Chiang, 1992). ∂Lc/∂u is called the switching function and is referred to as σ. To
maximise Lc, the boundary solution u*= 0 (acceptance of invasion) should be chosen
if σ is negative and u*= umax will be chosen if σ is positive. Only if σ = 0 for a positive
interval of time, the Lagrangian-Hamiltonian does not depend of u and we obtain a
singular sub-arc. The optimal control is described as:
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umax

 0 
 


*
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L
2 x pR
R
.
(A9)
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  c  c 
u
u
k
If there is a singular sub-arc (σ = 0) u* (0 < u* < umax), equation (A9) indicates that the
marginal avoided cost of reducing the size of the invasion (λc) must equal the
marginal costs that led to such reduction. If there is no singular sub-arc, the optimal
control contains only the extreme levels of control and there will be as many
switches (from u*= umax to u* = 0 or vice versa) as the number of roots that σ has.
Because it was not possible to check for singular sub-arcs analytically we employed
numerical methods instead (see section A.4.1).
Lc
u

A.2. Unconstrained solution
We initially attempt to solve the maximum principle as an unconstrained problem
assuming that the constraints in the state variable are not binding for all t (equations
A6 and A7). We need to determine the roots in the switching function σ. In this case,
the sign of σ depends on the co-state variable λc. We proceed to investigate the form
of λc. Applying equations (2) and (3) to equation (A6) we obtain:
c 2 D* x 2 pR u


 rc .
(A10)
k
k
t
We proposed as optimal path of u one in which u equals umax for all t and evaluated
the state and a co-state solution.
Since u is constant and equal to umax we can integrate (A10) and apply the boundary
condition (8) to obtain:
x   c   umax  t  x0
(A11)
Substituting (A11) into (A10) and setting u = umax, we can solve (A10) as an ordinary
differential equation:
1
c t   2 2 c  D*  D*rt   pR r umax  D*  umax  rt umax  rx0   aert
kr
(A12) Where a is an integration constant that is defined by applying the boundary
condition (A5) to (A12). Rearranging terms we obtain:
1
c t   2 2e rT  ert  erT   c  D*  D*rt   pR r umax  D*  umax  rt umax  rx0 
kr
(A13)
Then, substituting (A11) and (A13) into (A9) and rearranging terms, the expression of
σ results:
1 
 1
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The switching function σ has only one root for t = τ. We employed numerical
methods to obtain τ (we used the function FindRoot in Mathematica, Wolfram
Research Inc. 2005). The solution obtained is to apply maximum control efforts until
t = τ and then accept the invasion from τ to T. Extensive numerical analysis for a
variety of parameter values confirmed that this solution was a maximum (see section
A.4.2).
We define the junction points in time when the state variable become binding as:
terad, time of eradication and the txmax, time of total invasion. There are three cases
when the pure state variable inequality constraints are not binding for all t
  0,T  (eradication or total invasion does not occur, i.e. η1 = 0 and η2 = 0) and the
solution of the unconstrained problem is an optimum:
u *  umax  0  t   
0    T  (terad or txmax ) 
 *
 



*
0  T  ( , txmax )
  u  umax  for 0  t  T  and u  0
 *
 0  t  T 
( , t )  0  T


erad


u  0  
  t  T 


 
for 

 

These are cases A, B and E of the results section..

(A15)

A.3. Constrained solution
In the cases when the junction points terad or txmax   0,T  the state constraints
become binding. Both the control variable and the state variable constraints are
binding in the same time horizon and it was not possible to solve the co-state
variables analytically. Hence the switching point between control and no control
before reaching the junction point (state variable constraint becomes binding) could
not be obtained analytically. Once the junction point has been reached, by
complementary slackness we know that (equation A6 or A7): (θu - c) = 0; since, by
definition, c = 0 when x = 0 or x = xmax, u has to be zero whilst the state constraint is
binding. We used numerical methods to obtain the switching point (see section
A.4.2).
A.4. Numerical methods
A discrete time-step simulation model that represented the problem was developed.
The control levels were discretised so that the model could be solved using a genetic
algorithm (Goldberg 1989) with @RiskOptimizer (Palisade-Corporation 2006). A
genetic algorithm is a numerical optimization method inspired from evolutionary
biology. A computer simulation is performed where a population of abstract
representations of candidate solutions of the optimization problem (chromosomes)
evolves to better solutions according to a fitness criterion (Goldberg 1989). Our
fitness criterion was that chromosomes leading to lower mean of the NPV of total
costs were the fittest ones. We used an initial population of optimal paths for u of
500, a crossover rate of 0.5 and a mutation rate of 0.1 (Palisade-Corporation 2006).
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The model was used to verify the conclusions of the analytical approach and both
models presented quantitative agreement for the parameter sets that led to cases A,
B and E. This procedure was used to derive the switching point for cases C, D and F
(see results section) and to obtain the optimal path in the extended model. The
genetic algorithm did not identify singular sub-arcs in any of the solutions for the
parameters considered.
A.5. Extended model: spread by stratified diffusion
The model is represented by the system of difference equations:
A0   x02

A1  max   x0  c    pe A0 Ad   BpR1 , 0 


N1
N1


2
2
A2  max     x1i  c    pe Ad    x1i  c    BpR1 , 0 
i 1
 i 1

...
2

NT 1
2
2
 NT 1

AT  max    xT 1i  c   pe Ad   xT 1i  c   BpR1 , 0 
i 1
 i 1

Where A0, A1 … AT represents the area invaded when t = 0, 1, … T; B is the financial
budget for control activities; θ is the effectiveness rate of the control activity; Nt is
the total number of colonies at time period t. Each difference equation expresses the
increases in size of the existing colonies following reaction-diffusion and the
generation of new satellite colonies minus the area treated against the IAS.
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Figures
Figure 1. Type of optimal policy for the case of invasion by Colorado potato beetle in
the UK estimated using optimal control and simulation models. The Colorado potato
beetle spread was modelled using a reaction-diffusion model ((a) and (b)) and a
stratified diffusion model (extended model in the text) ((c) and (d)). We considered
variations in the parameters: the asymptotic spread velocity of the invader and the
unit cost ratio (unit cost of damage (D*)/ unit cost of control (pR)) ((a) and (c)); radius
and area of first colony at discovery respectively (xo) ((b) and (d)), agency’s
maximum spread velocity reduction capability (umax) (b) and control budget (B) (d).
The values of the cost ratio were obtained by increasing (decreasing) D* (pR) and
vice-versa between 0 and 100% of their original values in Table 1. White areas
represent total acceptance: no control during the entire time period. Dark grey areas
represent a policy of slowing down where control occurs first and then there is a
switch to acceptance. Light grey areas represent a successful eradication policy.
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Figure 2. Info-gap analysis of the robustness of the basic and extended models
solutions and alternative management policies. (a) Basic model, spread by reactiondiffusion where the optimal policy under no uncertainty was eradication. (b)
Extended model, spread by stratified diffusion where the optimal policy under no
uncertainty was slowing down the invasion. Three different performance criteria are
considered: net present value (NPV) of total costs of living with Colorado potato
beetle in the UK if no control is applied against the invasion and without considering
uncertainty (“baseline” performance criterion); 50% decrease and increase of the
baseline performance criterion (“exigent” and “modest” performance criteria
respectively). The parameters θ (effectiveness of the control measures), c (radial
spread velocity of the colonies) and fe (probability of failure of the eradication
campaign by missing some individuals) are varied simultaneously (θ is decreased, c
and fe are increased) at the same relative rate α. “Learning agency”: the agency
controls for the two initial years with the maximum of annual resources available to
assess how effective the control measures are. If a reduction of the invasion is
achieved, the agency keeps controlling, if not the agency accepts the invasion. “Total
acceptance”: the agency does not control for the invasion for the entire time
horizon. “No uncertainty”: solution of the basic and extended models if there was
not uncertainty. “Eradication policy”: the agency perseveres on controlling the
invasion and does not stop unless eradication is achieved. “Never eradicate”: fe = 1,
i.e. the eradication is never completely achieved leading to post-eradication and high
detection costs every year the eradication is almost achieved.
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